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1.
Introduction

Low birthweight (LBW), defined as birthweight under 2500 g, presents a significant global health 
burden. Approximately 20.5 million live births (14.6% of all live births) globally were estimated to 
be LBW in 2015, with 91% of these occurring in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (1, 2). It 
is estimated that 14.8 million live births (10.6% of all live births) in 2014 were preterm (born before 
37 completed weeks of gestation) (3), while approximately 23.3 million neonates were born small 
for gestational age in 2012 (just under half of these babies were also LBW) (4). LBW and preterm 
birth are associated with increased risk of mortality in infancy, especially in the neonatal period, 
and increased morbidity across the lifespan, including developmental and behavioural problems, 
undernutrition in childhood, and cardiometabolic disease in adulthood (5, 6).

There are overlaps between LBW and preterm birth. LBW births include term and preterm 
growth-restricted babies, but also preterm babies with normal growth that weigh less than 
<2500 g because they were born early. The causes of these conditions vary, and some are more 
amenable to interventions than others.

To improve the survival and health of small and vulnerable newborns, better-quality data are 
needed – particularly from low-income countries, which bear the greatest burden of LBW 
and preterm birth. In an effort to address this gap and improve data for small and vulnerable 
newborns, WHO and UNICEF, supported by London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine 
(LSHTM), are developing joint LBW and preterm birth estimates for the first time. A Steering 
Group, comprised of experts from WHO, UNICEF and the LSHTM has worked on this estimation 
exercise. The work has been supported by an Estimates Consultative Group, which is comprised 
of global experts in preterm birth and LBW measurement, including obstetricians, neonatologists, 
statisticians, preterm birth researchers and programme staff working in the measurement field. 

The purpose of this technical document is to support the country consultation process with 
Member States by providing a detailed description of the processes and methods for estimating 
levels and trends of LBW and preterm birth. During the consultation, Member States have an 
opportunity to: 1) review the draft estimates and their methods; 2) provide advice on primary data 
sources for their respective countries that may not have been previously reported or used; and 3) 
build mutual understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of available data and the estimation 
process.

The technical notes aim to provide national focal points with details on the efforts to gather and 
validate data for LBW and preterm birth estimates and guide them through the steps to complete 
the country consultation process. This document has five sections:

Section 1. Introduction

Provides a general background for the estimates and overview of the contents of this document.

Section 2. Low birthweight estimates, general background and primary data sources

Technical notes on the history of the LBW Estimates and primary data sources, including 
overviews of the methods for compiling input data and adjusting survey birthweight data. 
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Section 3. Preterm birth estimates technical notes

Technical notes on the preterm birth estimates development, including methods used to compile 
information on preterm birth from primary data sources and generate preterm birth estimates.

Section 4. Overview of statistical modelling approaches for estimating low birthweight and 
preterm births

This section provides a brief description of the modelling approach used to develop the estimates.

Section 5. Country consultation and practical instructions

Instructions for national focal points to complete the country consultations, including an overview 
of the country estimates file and description of next steps following eventual feedback from the 
country consultations.
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2.
Low birthweight estimates, general 
background and primary data sources 

A detailed write up of the methods presented here is available in a published, open-access 
study protocol (7), which is part of the document package and can be found at: https://
gatesopenresearch.org/articles/6-80.

This section provides national focal points with an overview of the inter-agency effort to gather 
and refine country-level LBW data to produce annual LBW prevalence estimates at national, 
regional and global levels. The section includes:

• 2.1 – an introduction, including how LBW fits into global plans and development goals, and 
the history of the Joint LBW Estimates 

• 2.2 – an overview of the collection and screening of input data from administrative and 
survey sources 

• 2.3 – an overview of adjusting survey birthweight data

After collecting and screening all input data, and adjusting survey data, annual Joint LBW 
Estimates from 2000–2020 were produced using statistical modelling. The methods for statistical 
modelling are described in Section 4 of this document.

2.1 Background of the Joint Low Birthweight Estimates

2.1.1 Low birthweight in global plans and development goals

In 2012, World Health Assembly Resolution 65.6 endorsed the Comprehensive Implementation 
Plan on Maternal, Infant and Young Child Nutrition (MIYCN), which included a target to reduce 
LBW by 30% between 2012 and 2025 (8, 9); the end date subsequently extended to 2030 (10). 
LBW reduction was one of six targets included in the 2012 MIYCN plan, and while LBW is not 
specified as an indicator for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), improving birthweight can 
contribute to the achievement of SDG Target 2.2 to end all forms of malnutrition by 2030. 

In 2015, WHO and UNICEF convened the Technical Expert Advisory Group on Nutrition Monitoring 
(TEAM) to improve monitoring methodologies for the MIYCN plan (11), and the group helped to 
develop the 2017 Global Nutrition Monitoring Framework. The monitoring framework guides 
progress tracking for the six World Health Assembly-endorsed MIYCN plan targets, including 
using UNICEF-WHO LBW Estimates Working Group methods to monitor LBW reduction (12).

2.1.2 History and use of the Joint Low Birthweight Estimates

The 2022 Joint LBW Estimates, covering the 2000–2020 period, are the third round of global, inter-
agency estimates. They are an update of the estimates published in 2019 for the years 2000–2015 
(1) and in 2004 for the year 2000 (13).

The 2004 Joint LBW Estimates introduced basic methods for improving LBW estimation (13, 14), 
and the 2019 edition improved upon those methods, establishing a baseline for the MICYN plan 

https://gatesopenresearch.org/articles/6-80
https://gatesopenresearch.org/articles/6-80
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target on reduction of LBW (1, 2), as called for by TEAM (11) and the United Nations Standing 
Committee on Nutrition (15). 

Following the country consultation, the annual LBW Estimates for the 2000–2020 period will be 
used to monitor country progress on the World Health Assembly Comprehensive Implementation 
Plan on MIYCN and published in the UNICEF LBW database and the WHO Global Health 
Observatory. The Joint LBW Estimates are also used by partners in various global reports, 
including the Global Nutrition Report and The State of Food Security and Nutrition Report. In 
addition, all input data and analysis code will be made publicly available as per the Guidelines for 
Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting (GATHER) (16).

2.2 Overview of search and screening for input data

Like previous rounds, the 2022 Joint LBW Estimates relied on two broad types of input data for 
birthweight: 

• National administrative data sources 

• Nationally representative household surveys 

In addition, data to predict birthweight were collected from the United Nations and academic 
groups, such as Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation. 

The Joint LBW Estimates published methods for data collection and screening in previous rounds 
(1, 2, 13), and methods for the 2022 edition are available in the protocol document (7). This section 
provides a summary and highlights changes introduced in the current round of the Joint LBW 
Estimates. Figure 1 presents the process for collecting and screening birthweight data.

2.2.1 Birthweight data from administrative sources

National administrative data are defined as data from national systems, including Civil 
Registration and Vital Statistics Systems, National Health Management Information Systems 
and birth registries. Figure 1 includes details on the identification of administrative data sources 
for the 2022 LBW Estimates. In summary, a search for administrative data was conducted for 
countries with a facility birth rate ≥80%, and data were included in LBW estimation for years when 
administrative birthweight data accounted for ≥80% of United Nations estimated number of live 
births (17).    

2.2.2 Birthweight data from survey sources

Details on the identification and screening of survey data sources for the 2022 LBW Estimates are 
presented in Figure 1. In summary, a search was conducted for nationally representative surveys 
from LMICs that were carried out after 1996 and that had publicly available data on birthweight 
and size at birth. Surveys were excluded if they had excessive missing values, small sample sizes, 
severe heaping or an implausible adjusted LBW prevalence.

There were slight changes to the identification of survey data sources in 2022. The 2019 LBW 
Estimates only searched among the Demographic Health Surveys (DHS) and Multiple Indicator 
Cluster Surveys (MICS),1 while the 2022 edition did not restrict to specific survey types.

The 2022 LBW Estimates used the same exclusion criteria as 2019 (2) with one important caveat 
— there was a switch from using weighted data in 2019 to using unweighted data in 2022 for all 

1  There was one exception to this criterion in 2019; the 2019 LBW Estimates included non-DHS/MICS surveys 
from China.

https://data.unicef.org/topic/nutrition/low-birthweight/
https://www.who.int/data/gho
https://www.who.int/data/gho
https://globalnutritionreport.org/reports/2021-global-nutrition-report/
https://www.fao.org/publications/sofi
https://dhsprogram.com/
https://mics.unicef.org/
https://mics.unicef.org/
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exclusion criteria except implausible prevalence. The switch to unweighted data aligned LBW 
Estimates methodology to the UNICEF-WHO-World Bank Joint Child Malnutrition Estimates 
methods (18). 

Figure 1. Process for collection and screening of birthweight data from administrative and 
survey sources
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Conduct search as follows:

(i) For countries with data included in the 2019 Edition of the LBW database, search the 
same source (e.g., Ministry of Health [MOH], National Statistics Office [NSO] websites) 
for updates from 2000 to 2020 and request UNICEF and WHO country offices to consult 
government to provide updates for sources not available publicly.

(ii) For countries that provided administrative LBW data for the 2019 edition that were 
not included, search the same source (e.g., MOH, NSO websites) for updates from 2000 
to 2020 and request UNICEF and WHO country offices to consult government to provide 
updates for sources not available publicly.

(iii) For countries meeting the ≥80% criteria for the first time, conduct search of MOH, 
NSO websites for Civil Registration and Vital Statistics, Health Management Information 
Systems, Medical Birth registry data from 2015 to 2020.

Member State or country/territory has at least 80% of births occurring in a health facility 
in a given year. 

Reports with requisite birthweight data and metadata are available.

Over 80% of the UN estimated live births in a given country for a given year are reported 
with birthweight information to define LBW births.

Where no live birth estimates are available, exclude if less than 80% facility births 
nationally.
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Conduct search of MICS and DHS websites for surveys from 1997 to 
present.

Conduct search of the UNICEF Nutrition data source catalogue. 
(Restrict search to surveys from LMICs that collected birthweight data 
from 2000 to present). 

Survey was nationally representative.

Survey collected birthweight information.

Raw data are available for re-analysis.

Key variables for imputation of missing birthweights are available and 
in absence of key variables for imputation, percentage of births with a 
valid* birthweight >95%.

LBW prevalence <2.1% or >40%. <30% live births had a valid* birthweight in the dataset.

<200 valid* birthweights in the dataset. 

Severe heaping/implausible birthweight distribution defined as: (i) 
>55% of all birthweights falling on the three most frequent birth 
weights; (ii) >5% of births on the tail ends of ≤500g and ≥5000g; and 
(iii) >10% of all birthweights ≥4500g.

Adjustment procedure for missing birthweights and data heaping 
yielded a result.

Adjusted LBW prevalence <2.1% or >40%.
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Combine all datapoints meeting above criteria, and after adjustment of household survey estimates, generate the final input dataset of primary sources.

* Valid birthweights are those between 250g and 5500 g; birthweights outside of this range will be set to missing.

2.3 Overview of adjusting survey birthweight data

Children with a missing birthweight in surveys are more likely to have been born LBW, which 
causes an underestimation of LBW prevalence if not addressed (14). Birthweight heaping, a 
preference for recording or reporting birthweights rounded to the nearest 100 g or 500 g, can 
also cause underestimation. When rounding occurs, some children whose true weight is below 
2500 g are reported as weighing exactly 2500 g, which moves those children out of the LBW 
classification. Since a high percentage of missing birthweights and extensive rounding are 
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common occurrences in surveys from LMICs, adjustment is needed to avoid underestimation of 
LBW prevalence.  

The 2022 LBW Estimates followed the same adjustment methods to account for missing values 
and heaping that were used in the 2019 edition. The adjustment methods were previously 
validated (19) and the effects of adjustment are shown in Annex 1 with 2019 data. In 2019, 
adjustment increased LBW prevalence by 3.4 percentage points on average (95% confidence 
interval (95% CI): 3.0-3.7). The increase from adjustment was related to the degree of missing 
values and heaping; in countries with the highest levels of missing values and heaping, 
adjustment resulted in an increase of nearly 12 percentage points. The adjustment methods are 
described elsewhere (1, 2, 7), and Annex 2 contains detailed descriptions. 

There were three steps for adjustment: 

1. Filling in missing values by predicting birthweight based on other variables (i.e., multiple 
imputation), including: mother’s perception of child’s size at birth, child’s sex, parity, single 
or multiple birth, mother’s height and mother’s body mass index

2.  Removing heaping by creating smoothed, normal distributions using a finite mixture model

3. Converting smoothed distributions into LBW prevalence using the z-score table for a normal 
distribution

In the first step to fill in missing values of birthweight, multiple imputation (20) created five 
new datasets with no missing values. In the second step to remove heaping, the finite mixture 
model created two normal distributions for each of the five datasets, resulting in a total of 10 
distributions. The final step merged all 10 distributions into a single, survey point estimate with 
confidence intervals based on both within- and between-dataset variance across all five datasets. 
Creating five datasets accounted for increased uncertainty from multiple imputation, and using 
two distributions accounted for the population distribution of birthweight, which is not normally 
distributed (21).
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3. 
Preterm birth estimates

Details about the study are available in a published, open-access study protocol (22), which is part 
of the document package and can be found at:  https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34669749/.

3.1 Definition of preterm birth and estimation challenges

3.1.1 Definition of preterm birth

The International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Health Problems, eleventh revision 
(23), uses the WHO definition of preterm birth, which includes: “All births before 37 completed 
weeks of gestation or fewer than 259 days since the first day of a woman’s last menstrual 
period”. WHO recommends reporting the preterm birth rate as a percentage using the 
following indicator, including all livebirths with no lower gestational age boundary:

Number of live born preterm births singleton or multiple
Number of live births single or multiple

3.1.2 Challenges of developing preterm birth estimates

Accurate measures of preterm birth are challenging in many countries given incomplete or 
unavailable data from national administrative sources. Furthermore, developing estimates of 
preterm birth can be complicated by additional factors that can impede accurate measurement, 
estimation and comparison: 

• The risk of preterm birth can be higher in some vulnerable sub-populations (including among 
poor, uneducated, rural-dwelling women or other minorities) where data collection may be 
more limited and/or facility-based births are less common.

• Misclassification between babies who die shortly after birth and stillbirths, and omission of 
babies dying in the early neonatal period, which is especially common around the thresholds 
of viability, can impact on the accuracy of the recorded preterm birth rate among livebirths 
(24).

• National differences in the definition of preterm birth (for example, using live births or total 
births as the denominator, or different gestational age thresholds for defining preterm birth 
cases), and inclusion of a lower gestational age boundary for inclusion of livebirths in the 
data system, can complicate international comparisons.

• In many countries, the definition of preterm birth has changed over time, especially given 
increasing viability of extremely preterm babies, further limiting comparability.

• Gestational age estimation error is also an important factor. Generally, the later in pregnancy 
a gestational age estimate is made, the wider the uncertainty of that estimate. Routine 
early pregnancy ultrasound with fetal biometric measurements is considered the “gold 
standard” for gestational age assessment (25). However, other methods are also used, such 
as calculation from date of last menstrual period, symphysis-fundal height measurement 
or postnatal examination of the newborn. Many countries report the use of “best obstetric 
estimate” of gestational age, using a combination algorithm of ultrasound, last menstrual 
period and clinical assessment (26).

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34669749/
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While birthweight is closely linked with gestational age, it cannot be used interchangeably since 
there is a range of “normal” birthweight for a given gestational age and gender. LBW is defined 
as less than 2500 grams. In some settings, the majority of LBW babies are born preterm, but in 
others (especially in South Asia) there is a high rate of term babies who are small for gestational 
age. A baby born preterm has greater chance of dying than a baby of the same birthweight born 
small for gestational age at term (27).

3.2 Data sources

There are two broad categories of data sources that were used for the preterm birth estimation: 
national administrative data and research studies. National administrative data included data 
from Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Systems, Health Management Information Systems and 
Medical Birth Registries, which are the preferred data sources for estimating preterm birth rates. 
However, for many countries, data from administrative sources were incomplete or not available. 
For these countries, a systematic review of research studies was undertaken to identify additional 
data points that could be used in the estimation process. 

3.2.1 Search strategy 

For administrative data sources, a systematic search was conducted of Ministry of Health 
and National Statistical Office publications and datasets for WHO Member States that had a 
population-based facility birth rate of at least 80%2 in the latest year for which data were available 
between 2010 and 2020. For countries that met this threshold, administrative data sources used in 
the previous round were initially searched to identify more recent data points (22).

A systematic review of studies was conducted for countries that did not meet the threshold for 
administrative data sources and that lacked eligible administrative data for the estimation work. 

3.2.2 Eligibility criteria

For administrative data sources, all data from Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Systems, 
Health Management Information Systems and Medical Birth Registries identified through 
the search were eligible for inclusion if at least 80% of the United Nations estimated live 
births (17) in a given country for a given year were reported with gestational age information 
to define preterm birth. Where information on the number of livebirths was not available, 
datapoints from administrative sources were considered for inclusion if >80% of births in the 
country-year took place in a health facility. For studies, all data sources identified through 
the search were eligible for inclusion if the outcome was derived from an observational or 
intervention study design conducted at national or sub-national level in either population- or 
facility-based settings. For further details on eligibility requirements, please refer to Study 
Protocol (22).

2  The facility birth rate data were obtained from https://data.unicef.org/topic/maternal-health/delivery-care/.

https://data.unicef.org/topic/maternal-health/delivery-care/
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4.
Overview of statistical modelling approaches 
for estimating annual low birthweight 
prevalence and preterm birth estimates 

4.1 Background and rationale for use of a statistical model and updating methods  

The process of searching for, collating, adjusting and selecting primary data sources for LBW and 
preterm birth were described in Sections 2 and 3 and resulted in a master dataset that could be 
used for statistical modelling. Despite an extensive search, many countries lacked data meeting 
inclusion criteria; were missing data for many years; or had estimates that varied significantly 
by source type. A suitable statistical model was thus needed to combine the often patchy and 
disparate data into a trendline representing the ‘best set of annual estimates,’ for each country. 

This section describes the steps used to build and test the Bayesian multilevel-mixed regression 
model. Modelling was carried out separately for the two outcomes (LBW and preterm birth), but 
the general processes and methods are similar for both. The rest of the section covers both LBW 
and preterm birth and is divided into three sub-sections: inputs; data quality categorization; and 
fitting/testing the model and presenting the results.

4.2 Modelling inputs

To model LBW prevalence or preterm birth rate using a Bayesian framework; the model 
incorporated input data (the preterm birth and LBW country data from primary sources covered in 
Sections 2 and 3), covariates and priors. This sub-section describes the process of identifying and 
selecting covariates and priors. 

4.2.1 Identifying and selecting covariates

Covariates are variables that are associated with and can help to predict preterm birth or LBW, 
especially for country-years without input data. Time-series data on covariates can improve model 
prediction, especially for countries with few input data points. For example, it would not be possible 
to predict the annual LBW estimates with any certainty for a country that has only one survey input 
data point between 2000–2020 without the help of the annual covariate timeseries data, which help 
to inform what was happening in the 19 years without input data. The final set of covariates was 
selected using the following four steps, which are detailed in Annex 3: (i) identification of plausible 
covariates using a conceptual framework; (ii) a search for covariate timeseries data from United 
Nations and other databases; (iii) assessment of the quality of the timeseries data for all potential 
covariates, and filling in of any missing years using linear interpolation and constant extrapolation; 
and (iv) statistical analysis to identify the smallest set of covariates with the best quality timeseries 
that were most highly correlated with the outcome of interest. 

The final covariates for the models are included in Annex 3. 

4.2.2 Identifying and selecting priors

Priors are key components of Bayesian modelling and usually constitute background information 
that is known about certain parameters of interest expressed as a distribution (prior distribution, 
such as normal, beta-distribution). There are several ways to define priors; for LBW and preterm 
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birth modelling, non-informative, data-driven priors were mainly used. For example, the standard 
definition requires LBW to be calculated using live births with a birthweight, but some countries 
use alternate, biased denominators that would lower the LBW prevalence, such as livebirths or 
total births. Similarly, for preterm birth, the standard definition requires that both singleton and 
multiple births be included, but some countries use a biased definition and only include singleton 
births. The indicator definition has a known impact on the estimate and is an example of a prior 
incorporated in the LBW and preterm models. Priors were selected based on known biases that 
the input data may have and their potential influence on LBW prevalence and preterm birth rate. 
Key priors considered in the modelling of LBW and preterm births were:  

• Data source type (i.e., administrative data, survey data or published studies) 

• Non-standard definitions:

 ➜ For preterm birth, for example, the use of a different gestational age cut-off than the 
standard <37 weeks, or not including both singleton and multiple births 

 ➜ For LBW, for example, the use of a different denominator than the standard livebirths 
with a birthweight (e.g., livebirths only, total births, or reported percentage LBW/no 
denominator)

• Data quality (i.e., representativeness in terms of differences in coverage, ratios of sub-
envelopes of birthweight reported, such as the ratio of 1000g/2500g etc.,)

See Annexes 4 and 5 for further details on priors used in the modelling. 

4.3 Data quality categorization

After investigating availability of and correlations between data quality indicators, data quality 
criteria were developed based on an iterative process. The final data quality categories (DQC) 
and associated criteria for LBW are shown in Table 4.1. Each country with at least one year of 
administrative data included in the dataset was placed into a DQC based on the listed criteria: A 
(highest quality), B (moderate quality), or C (lowest quality). 

Table 4.1: LBW Data Quality Categories and Criteria  for Administrative Data
Data 
quality 
categories

Criteria 1
Representativeness

Criteria 2
Data source type

Criteria 3
Denominator

Criteria 4
Sub-envelope capture

A* ≥ 90% recorded 
birthweight coverage# and 
≥ 90% facility births‡

Must be civil 
registration and vital 
statistics or medical 
birth registry

Must be livebirths with 
birthweight (i.e., known 
values in the database for 
<2500g and ≥2500g) for 
all country-years

Birthweight <1000g/<2500g 
≥4%‡ or if <1000g/<2500g 
is unavailable, birthweight 
<1500g/<2500g ≥ 12.5%‡

B Not meeting 
representativeness 
criteria for DQC A

Must be civil 
registration and vital 
statistics or medical 
birth registry

Can be any (e.g., total 
births) but not reported 
percentage LBW (i.e., 
cannot be no denominator)

Not applied as relevant data 
not available for all years for 
these countries

C Not meeting 
representativeness 
criteria for DQC A

Can be any, including 
“health management 
information system 
(HMIS) (such as 
DHIS2)” or “Other, 
hospital-based 
systems”

Can be any (e.g., total 
births) or
reported percentage LBW 
(i.e., no denominator)

Not applied as relevant data 
not available for all years for 
these countries 

* France included as an exception
# Recorded birthweight coverage was calculated by dividing the number of live births with a birthweight in the administrative data 

source by the World Population Prospects 2022 Edition estimated live births.

‡Across 80% of the time series 2000-2019 (i.e., ≥16 country-years).
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After classifying countries, the DQC were integrated into the model through weighting, setting 
variance and adjusting for bias. Weighting applied only to countries with both administrative 
and survey/study data. For those countries, DQC informed how to weight the data sources when 
combining into a single estimate. For example, in DQC C (low quality) countries survey/study 
data were weighted higher than administrative data, and the combined estimate was closer to the 
survey data. In DQC B (moderate quality) equal weight was given to all sources, and since most 
countries have more administrative data points than survey data points, the combined estimate 
was closer to the administrative data.

For countries with or without survey data, DQC influenced variance and how much administrative 
data were adjusted to account for bias. We set variance higher for countries with lower data 
quality, resulting in wider confidence intervals. The bias adjustment was determined by averaging 
the observed differences in LBW prevalence between survey and administrative data among 
countries that had both types of data within categories B and C (there was no bias adjustment 
for category A). All administrative data points were then adjusted up in those categories based 
on the observed difference. Further details on the DQC can be found in Annex 4 and illustrative 
examples of LBW and preterm estimates for select countries by DQC can be found in Annex 7. 

4.4 Fitting / testing the model

This section provides an overview of the processes and methods for statistical modelling with the 
selected data to estimate annual LBW prevalence and preterm birth rate.  

4.4.1 Fitting the Bayesian multilevel-mixed regression model

Estimates of LBW prevalence (2000–2020) and preterm birth rate (2010–2020) at national levels 
were predicted from Bayesian multilevel-mixed regression models that incorporated the following 
important characteristics:

• Random country-specific intercepts

• Non-linear time trends modelled using splines

• Time-series covariates data

• Bias shift and standard deviation terms based on the country’s input data (e.g., survey 
versus administrative data)

• DQC as a prior

• Data source-type as a prior

The country-specific intercepts were built within regions, incorporating within-region and 
between-region variances. The six SDG regions were used in the modelling (see Annex 6 for 
details). At the country-level, alongside the random intercepts, penalized splines were used as 
temporal smoothing across the time-series. The model was fit on a logit scale to ensure that 
proportions were bounded between zero and one.

The Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling method was used for estimation, combining the country-
level regression terms with the DQC bias terms to generate an estimate of the LBW and preterm 
birth rate time-series. For countries with no input data, the final model was used to predict 
estimates of the LBW prevalence and preterm rates based on regional intercept and time-trends 
and country-level covariates.
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4.4.2 Testing the model: validation, performance and sensitivity analysis

Leave-one-out cross-validation methods were used for model validation (i.e., leaving out 20 
per cent of the country-years data). The estimates after “leave-out” were compared with the 
estimates using Bland-Altman plots, Bayesian and Akaike Information Criteria (BIC and AIC), 
and percentage of points that fell within the original 95% credible intervals. Standard diagnostic 
checks, such as trace plots, were used to check convergence and the sampling efficiency. 

Sensitivity analyses were completed to ensure that covariates were useful in the prediction of 
the estimates, and to test other components of the model. The directions of the covariates were 
checked to ensure that they were in a biologically plausible direction and the following analyses 
were conducted: 

• Assessing the impact of including additional covariates used in the previous rounds of 
estimates (i.e., neonatal mortality rate and child underweight for LBW) or no covariates 

• Evaluating the impact of changing the number of knots in the temporal smoothing element 
of the regression model 

• Checking the appropriateness of the non-informative priors by replacing the values within 
the non-informative priors and checking that this does not unduly change the model.

4.4.3 Presentation of results

Annual country-level point estimates with the weighted 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles for 
uncertainty intervals of the posterior samples were calculated. The predicted model estimates 
were then applied to the World Population Projection 2022 (WPP) (30) of livebirths to obtain the 
estimated numbers of LBW and preterm live births for each level: country, regional, and global. 
For those countries with at least one input data point (e.g., survey) included in the estimation 
period, national-level prevalence estimates will be published for each year: 2000–2020 for LBW 
and 2010–2020 for preterm. For countries without input data meeting inclusion criteria, their 
country-level estimates from the model will not be published, but will contribute to the global and 
regional estimates. 
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5.
Country consultation and practical 
instructions

5.1 List of supporting documents

1. Circular letter (C.L.8.2021)

2. Methodological notes

3. Study protocols

4. Country profiles

5. Country portal – how to login 

6. Country portal – how to use

7. Low birthweight and preterm birth estimates country consultation process brief

5.2 Instructions

• Interactions throughout this consultation process will occur through WHO’s country 
platform. 

• National focal points will receive an email informing them when the country consultation has 
started. This email will include a guide on how to login and how to use the country portal. 

• National focal points will receive an automatic email from the platform inviting them to 
establish their password to access the country portal. 

• WHO and UNICEF country offices have access to the country portal and can also see and 
download all files. 

• All relevant documents for this consultation, including these technical notes, the study 
protocols and the country profiles, will be available to download through WHO’s country 
platform. Please review the Technical Notes and the Study Protocols for further information 
on both indicators: low birthweight and preterm birth.

• Please review the LBW and preterm birth estimates for your country and identified data 
sources used (country profile provided in excel format).

• Please identify any potentially eligible national-level LBW and preterm birth and other 
representative studies that are not already included.

• The country consultation will take place between 29 September and 15 November 2022.  

Please share any observations, queries or potential additional data via the “Chat tab”of the 
country consultation platform or by email to: healthstat@who.int and LBW@unicef.org no later 
than 15 November 2022.

Any input provided by country focal point(s) after the close of the consultation may not be 
included in the final publication of the estimates but may be considered in the next round of 
estimates.

mailto:healthstat@who.int
mailto:LBW@unicef.org
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ANNEX 1
Unadjusted and adjusted low birthweight prevalence stratified by time 
period, region, birthweight missingness and heaping index 

 
Number of 

surveys

Unadjusted (Crude) 
Mean per cent LBW (mean of 95 
per cent confidence intervals)

Multiple imputation and a mixture of 2 normal 
distributions (New adjustment) 
Mean per cent LBW (mean of 95 per cent 
confidence intervals)

All surveys (all years) 216 9.5% (7.8%–11.2%) 12.9% (11.1%–14.7%)

2004 or earlier 82 9.9% (8.0%–11.8%) 13.8% (11.7%–15.8%)

2005–2010 80 9.3% (7.8%–10.9%) 12.5% (10.9%–14.2%)

2011–2016 54 9.0% (7.4%–10.6%) 12.0% (10.3%–13.7%)

West and Central Africa 
(all years)

47 11.3% (9.4%–13.1%) 16.5% (14.4%–18.7%)

2004 or earlier 12 12.3% (10.3%–14.4%) 18.1% (15.6%–20.7%)

2005–2010 23 11.3% (9.5%–13.1%) 16.5% (14.4%–18.6%)

2011–2016 12 10.2% (8.5%–11.8%) 14.9% (13.1%–16.8%)

Eastern and Southern Africa 
(all years)

49 10.2% (8.6%–11.8%) 14.7% (12.9%–16.5%)

2004 or earlier 25 10.7% (8.7%–12.7%) 16.1% (13.8%–18.3%)

2005–2010 13 9.8% (8.5%–11.1%) 14.0% (12.6%–15.4%)

2011–2016 11 9.3% (8.2%–10.3%) 12.3% (11.1%–13.5%)

Middle East and North Africa 
(all years)

9 9.8% (8.6%–11.0%) 12.9% (11.7%–14.1%)

2004 or earlier 3 10.8% (9.7%–12.0%) 15.7% (14.5%–17.0%)

2005–2010 4 10.8% (9.4%–12.1%) 13.2% (11.8%–14.5%)

2011–2016 2 6.4% (5.5%–7.3%) 7.9% (7.0%–8.7%)

South Asia (all years) 7 15.7% (14.0%–17.4%) 24.6% (22.6%–26.7%)

2004 or earlier 1 21.6% (20.7%–22.5%) 32.9% (31.0%–34.8%)

2005–2010 2 10.3% (8.4%–12.3%) 15.8% (13.6%–17.9%)

2011–2016 4 16.9% (15.2%–18.6%) 27.0% (24.9%–29.0%)

East Asia and the Pacific 
(all years)

25 8.1% (6.9%–9.2%) 11.1% (9.8%–12.3%)

2004 or earlier 9 9.4% (8.1%–10.7%) 12.4% (11.1%–13.8%)

2005–2010 10 8.1% (6.9%–9.2%) 11.3% (10.1%–12.6%)

2011–2016 6 6.0% (5.0%–7.1%) 8.5% (7.2%–9.8%)

Latin America and Caribbean 
(all years)

39 10.1% (8.1%–12.2%) 11.5% (9.5%–13.5%)

2004 or earlier 14 9.7% (7.6%–11.8%) 11.4% (9.4%–13.5%)

2005–2010 15 10.1% (8.3%–11.9%) 11.5% (9.8%–13.2%)

2011–2016 10 10.7% (8.3%–13.2%) 11.7% (9.3%–14.1%)

Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
(all years)

40 5.6% (3.9%–7.2%) 6.8% (5.1%–8.5%)

2004 or earlier 18 6.7% (4.8%–8.6%) 8.7% (6.7%–10.6%)

2005–2010 13 4.8% (3.3%–6.2%) 5.6% (4.3%–7.0%)

2011–2016 9 4.4% (2.8%–6.0%) 4.8% (3.3%–6.4%)
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Number of 

surveys

Unadjusted (Crude) 
Mean per cent LBW (mean of 95 
per cent confidence intervals)

Multiple imputation and a mixture of 2 normal 
distributions (New adjustment) 
Mean per cent LBW (mean of 95 per cent 
confidence intervals)

By percent of births without a birthweight in the dataset

60 to 69% 15 12.5% (10.0%–14.9%) 20.2% (17.3%–23.2%)

50 to 59% 24 10.8% (9.0%–12.7%) 17.0% (14.8%–19.1%)

40 to 49% 22 11.6% (9.9%–13.4%) 17.1% (15.0%–19.2%)

30 to 39% 28 10.5% (9.2%–11.9%) 14.7% (13.2%–16.2%)

20 to 29% 23 10.5% (8.7%–12.3%) 13.6% (11.8%–15.4%)

10 to 19% 25 10.0% (8.6%–11.5%) 12.5% (11.0%–14.0%)

5 to 9% 21 8.2% (6.3%–10.1%) 10.1% (8.3%–12.0%)

0 to 4% 58 6.6% (5.0%–8.1%) 7.7% (6.1%–9.2%)

By heaping index1

≥ 10% 11 15.4% (13.5%–17.2%) 24.0% (21.8%–26.2%)

7.5 to <10% 15 12.9% (10.7%–15.1%) 19.8% (17.1%–22.5%)

5 to <7.5% 62 9.9% (8.4%–11.4%) 14.7% (12.9%–16.5%)

2.5 to <5% 58 8.9% (7.4%–10.5%) 11.9% (10.3%–13.6%)

1% to <2.5% 40 6.9% (5.3%–8.6%) 8.1% (6.5%–9.7%)

≤ 1% 16 5.3% (3.2%–7.5%) 5.9% (3.9%–8.0%)

1. Heaping index was derived using birthweights in the original dataset and was calculated by dividing the number of birthweights recorded as 
exactly 2500 g by all births with a) birthweight in the dataset. Fourteen surveys where original birthweights were not in g and thus showed heaping 
patterns on alternate values and which had a heaping index of <1.0 were excluded from this stratification. 
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ANNEX 2
Detailed methods for adjustment of survey birthweight data

1  DHS typically included all variables. MICS included only size at birth and parity until MICS 5, when child sex 
and multiple/singleton status became available. Other survey types had different sets of variables available for 
multiple imputation. 

2  Stata documentation describes MICE as also being known in the literature as imputation using fully conditional 
specifications and as sequential regression multivariate imputation.

The Joint LBW Estimates had three main steps to adjust survey birthweight data: (i) accounting 
for missing values with multiple imputation; (ii) accounting for heaping by creating smoothed 
distributions with a finite mixture model; and (iii) converting smoothed distributions into a final 
adjusted estimate of LBW prevalence. The Joint LBW Estimates used Stata 16 for all adjustments.

Multiple imputation

Biologically implausible birthweights, <250 g and >5,500 g, were set to missing before imputation. 
All missing birthweights were replaced with an estimated value (i.e., imputed) using Stata’s 
multiple imputation command, which allowed for imputing multiple variables simultaneously 
using regression. Mother’s perception of size at birth was the key variable for imputing 
birthweight and imputation was not carried out on surveys missing this key variable. Additional 
variables included in multiple imputation when available1 were: maternal parity, sex of child, 
singleton status, maternal height, maternal body mass index and stratum. Size at birth, maternal 
height and body mass index and child sex were unchanged and treated as ordinal, continuous 
and binomial variables respectively. Maternal parity was condensed into three categories (1 birth, 
2–3 births and ≥4 births) and treated as a categorical variable. Singleton status was coded as a 
binary variable (multiple births or single birth). Stratum was calculated by combining region with 
residence (urban/rural), and was included based on guidance from Stata to include sample design 
variables in multiple imputation models (20). The model took into account sample weights using 
woman’s weight. Cluster was not included as a covariate in the model to avoid problems with 
model fit.

The specific type of imputation used was multiple imputation using chained equations (MICE),2 
which is designed for data that are missing-at-random, but not missing-completely-at-random. 
Missing-at-random is a phrase used in statistics to indicate that the missing data can be predicted 
by other observed variables (20). The following Stata code was used for imputation:

mi impute chained (truncreg,ll(0)) Birthweight MaternalHeight MaternalBMI (ologit, augment) SizeAtBirth (logit, augment) ChildSex 
Singleton (mlogit, augment) Parity Stratum [pweight=_sw], add(5) rseed(5258) force

Truncated linear regression was used for all continuous variables with lower limit set at 0, 
which allowed imputed values to go down to 0 rather than being bound by the observed range. 
All logistic regression used the augment option to prevent perfect prediction (20, 28). Five 
imputations were selected based on previous literature showing they provide valid inferences 
when 50% of the data is missing (20, 29).

Multiple imputation produced five datasets with no missing values. The next step was to create 
smoothed distributions with a finite mixture model for each of the five datasets to remove 
heaping. If the multiple imputation model did not fit and the survey had <5% missing birthweight, 
it was included in finite mixture modelling without imputation.
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Finite mixture model

The LBW Estimates fitted two normal distributions to each of the five imputed datasets with the 
user-written Stata code for finite mixture models. For surveys with <5% missing birthweight and 
no imputation (either because the imputation model did not fit or because the survey did not 
collect mother’s perception of size), the LBW Estimates fitted two normal distributions on a single 
dataset with the user-written Stata code for finite mixture models:

fmm Birthweight [pweight=_sw], mix(normal) comp(2) cluster(psu) diff iterate(100)

For consistency the 2022 LBW Estimates used the user-written fmm in Stata and not the official 
Stata fmm that was introduced in Stata 15. Before fitting models on the five imputed datasets, 
biologically implausible birthweights were again removed (having been removed previously 
before imputation) in case imputed values fell outside of the range. With no covariates in the 
model, along with normal distribution and two components specified, Stata’s fmm command 
produced a mean, standard deviation and population proportion for two normally distributed 
sub-populations in each of the five datasets. The model took into account the sample design by 
including sampling weights (woman’s sample weight) and cluster and used a maximum of 100 
iterations to find the best model fit. The maximization option of difficult was specified to account 
for non-concave regions.

Multiple imputation produced five datasets with no missing values and finite mixture modelling 
produced two distributions per dataset with a mean, standard deviation and population 
proportion (total of 10 distributions). The next sub-section describes the final step of converting 
those 10 distributions into a single estimate of LBW prevalence.

Producing a final adjusted estimate of low birthweight prevalence

For each of the five datasets, two—point estimates of LBW prevalence were produced (one for 
each distribution). The first step in producing a point estimate from a distribution was to calculate 
a z-score for the LBW cut-off of 2500 g. The mean and standard deviation from each finite mixture 
model distribution went into the following formula to produce a z-score:

The LBW cut-off z-score was then converted into a percentage with the use of a standard normal 
table (i.e., z-table), which provides the percentage of the distribution to the left of the z-score (i.e., 
area under the curve) — in this case the area left of the z-score represented the percentage of 
children with a birthweight less than 2500 g. For each dataset, the two point estimates of LBW 
prevalence were combined using a weighted average:

where SP1 and SP2 are sub-populations (i.e., distributions) and π is the population proportion, or 
the proportion that each sub-population contributes to the overall population. The combination 
was carried out using Stata’s postestimation commands for finite mixture models. After 
combining point estimates from the two sub-populations, each dataset had a single point 
estimate for LBW prevalence. The mean of the five point estimates (one for each dataset) was 
taken as a single, adjusted LBW prevalence reported for the survey.
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The final step in producing adjusted estimates was calculating a combined variance to create a 
95% confidence interval around the adjusted LBW prevalence. The combined variance took into 
account both within-dataset variance and between-dataset variance for all five datasets. Within-
dataset variance was pooled by simply taking the mean of the five variances produced when a 
single point estimate was created for each dataset using finite mixture modelling postestimation. 
The between-dataset variance was calculated by putting the point estimate from each dataset 
into a standard variance formula:

; where x is the LBW prevalence from dataset i and x is the mean LBW prevalence across the five 
datasets.

The two variances were combined with the following formula:

; where n is the number of datasets,  is the within-dataset variance and is the variance 
between datasets. Total variance was then transformed into standard deviation by taking the 
square root and multiplying it by ±1.96 to give a two-sided 95% confidence interval.

By taking into account both within- and between-dataset variance, the confidence intervals 
included the uncertainty arising from both imputation and the use of finite mixture modelling.
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ANNEX 3
Modelling: Identifying and selecting covariates

In keeping with Guidelines for Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting (GATHER) 
principals [5] we aimed to clearly document the principles and process for covariate selection 
and covariate time-series data for inclusion in Bayesian modelling of global LBW and preterm 
birth estimates. Covariate data were derived from multiple sources and followed a standardized 
approach. To model estimates of LBW prevalence and preterm birth rate, the most up-to-date 
country-level covariates from available United Nations and other sources was used. The selection 
of covariates to include in the modelling was done a priori following the three steps outlined 
below.  

Step 1: Identify biologically plausible risk factors and predictors of LBW and Preterm births  

• Develop a conceptual framework for risk factors and predictors of LBW and preterm birth

• Assess which risk factors and predictors may have time-series covariate data available

Step 2: Assess availability of potential covariates 

• Compile existing time series for potential covariates identified in the conceptual framework, 
including information on methodology used 

• For potential covariates with no existing time series: 

 ➜ Assess availability of empirical data 

 ➜ Where empirical data are available, create new time series using pre-defined methods 

 ➜ Exclude covariate time series with no available input data for ≥20% of countries and time 
series generated using covariate-driven modelled estimates 

Step 3: Assess correlation between covariates and final covariate selection 

• For potential covariates selected under step 2, assess: 

 ➜ Correlation between covariates: 

• Correlation matrix 

• Cluster analysis 

• Correlation with the outcome 

• For each cluster of covariates, select the covariate most strongly correlated with the outcome 
to include a priori in the modelling process 

Step 1: Identify biologically plausible and risk factors/predictors of LBW and preterm birth 

Plausible predictors of LBW and preterm birth for use in the modelling process for producing 
preterm and LBW estimates were identified a priori by constructing a conceptual framework for 
predictors of these outcomes (Annex Figure 3.1, Annex Table 3.1). The framework was constructed 
by reviewing and adapting previously published related frameworks, including: Victora 1997[1]; 
Mosley and Chen 2003 [2]; Olusanya 2010 [3]; and Villar 2012 [4]. Predictors were based on 
biological plausibility and reported literature [5, 6] (Annex Figure 3.1). 
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Annex Figure 3.1: Conceptual framework for the identification of potential covariates / 
predictors for use in the preterm and LBW.  
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Annex Table 3.1: Potential predictors of LBW and preterm birth 

Domain  Potential associated factors  

Pathways 
to preterm 
birth/ LBW 

Socio-economic  Low socio-economic status [30] 

Fertility-demographic 
determinants and socio-
cultural context 

Low education [31], short inter-pregnancy interval [32], higher parity [33], births 
at extremes of reproductive ages (adolescents, older maternal age) [33], rural 
residence [30, 34] 

Behavioural/ 
environmental 

Smoking [35, 36], maternal substance abuse [37-41], Heavy alcohol use [42], 
intimate partner violence [43, 44], indoor air pollution [45], outdoor air pollution 
[46, 47], physical/ occupational activity [48] 

Nutrition 
Maternal underweight [49], maternal overweight [50], maternal short stature 
[51], maternal micronutrient deficiency [52, 53], maternal anaemia [54, 55] 

Maternal related 
Maternal HIV [56, 57], malaria [58], syphilis [59], hypertension [60], diabetes 
(pre-existing or gestational) [56], depression in pregnancy [61] 

Placenta/ uterine/ cervix 
conditions 

Placenta Praevia [62], placental abruption [63], uterine abnormalities [64] 

Fetal related  Twins [34, 65], birth defects, fetal growth restriction, male sex [66] 

Access to and quality of 
care 

No/ suboptimal antenatal clinic attendance [31], availability of skilled care at 
birth, including caesarean section if needed [31]   

Early 
Childhood  

Impacts on child growth/ 
size* 

Child underweight [67], child stunting [67], 

Increased early mortality  Neonatal mortality [68], infant mortality [68] 

* LBW prevalence is also an associated factor for preterm birth 

Potential covariates for the analysis were grouped into domains: (1) socio-economic, 
demographic, fertility and cultural factors; (2) nutritional, behavioural, and environmental factors; 
(3) maternal conditions (including infections); (4) fetal or placental conditions; (5) healthcare-
related factors (markers to access to care); and (6) early childhood outcomes associated with 
LBW/ preterm. Across the six domains, 41 potential covariates, for which it was considered that 
time series data may be available, were identified (Annex Table 3.1, Annex Table 3.2). 
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Annex Table 3.2: Availability of covariate time series by domain 

Domain    Potential covariate 
Availability of time series estimates or 
empirical raw data   

Socio-economic, 
demographic, 
fertility and cultural 
factors 

Gross national income  Empirical raw data available 

Gross domestic product  Existing time series data or estimates 

GINI coefficient  Empirical raw data available 

Adult female literacy rate  Empirical raw data available 

Mean years female education  Empirical raw data available 

Adolescent birth rate  Empirical raw data available 

Total fertility rate  Existing time series data or estimates 

General fertility rate  Existing time series data or estimates 

Modern contraceptive prevalence rate Existing time series data or estimates 

Proportion of live births to mothers aged 35 years 
and older 

Not available 

Urban population  Existing time series data or estimates 

Nutritional, 
behavioral, and 
environmental 
factors 

Adult female smoking rate  Existing time series data or estimates 

Indoor air pollution  Existing time series data or estimates 

Outdoor air pollution  Existing time series data or estimates 

Adult female body mass index (Mean)  Existing time series data or estimates 

Underweight women of reproductive age  Existing time series data or estimates 

Overweight women of reproductive age  Existing time series data or estimates 

Maternal anaemia  Existing time series data or estimates 

Adult female substance use  Not available 

Intimate partner violence  Not available 

Maternal conditions 
(including 
infections) 

Maternal mortality rate  Existing time series data or estimates 

Adult female HIV prevalence  Existing time series data or estimates 

Malaria incidence (P. falciparum parasite rate)  Existing time series data or estimates 

Insecticide-treated nets coverage  Existing time series data or estimates 

Adult female syphilis prevalence  Existing time series data or estimates 

Gestational hypertension  Not available 

Gestational diabetes   Not available 

Maternal depression  Not available 

Fetal or placental 
conditions 

Twinning  Not available 

Birth defects  Not available 

Growth restriction  Not available 

Healthcare-related 
factors  
(markers of access 
to care) 

Antenatal care attendance (four or more times)  Empirical raw data available 

Skilled birth attendance  Empirical raw data available 

Facility birth rate  Empirical raw data available 

Caesarean section rate  Empirical raw data available 

Early childhood 
outcomes 
associated with 
LBW/ preterm 

Neonatal mortality rate  Existing time series data or estimates 

Stunting in children under 5 years  Existing time series data or estimates 

Underweight in children under 5 years   Existing time series data or estimates 

Low birthweight prevalence  Modelling underway as part of this work* 
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Annex Table 3.3: Overview of potential covariates with existing time-series estimates 

Covariate 
name 

Author 
[Ref]  Methods 

Covariate-
driven 
model 

Number of 
countries 
estimates 
available 

for 

Number of 
countries 

contributing ≥ 1 
year of input data 

(2000–2020)  Data sources used 

Adult female 
mean body 
mass index 

WHO Global Health 
Observatory (GHO) 
(NCD-RisC)[8, 9] 

Hierarchical model based 
on country’s own data, 
where available, or 
informed by regional data 
if not. lnGDP used as a 
covariate. 

No  190  176 
Data collected on samples 
of a national, subnational 
or community population. 

Prevalence of 
overweight 
among female 
adults 

WHO GHO (NCD-
RisC)[8, 9] 

Hierarchical model based 
on country’s own data, 
where available, or 
informed by regional data 
if not. lnGDP used as a 
covariate. 

No  190  176 
Data collected on samples 
of a national, subnational 
or community population. 

Prevalence of 
underweight 
among female 
adults 

WHO GHO (NCD-
RisC)[8, 9] 

Hierarchical model based 
on country’s own data, 
where available, or 
informed by regional data 
if not. lnGDP used as a 
covariate. 

No  190  176 
Data collected on samples 
of a national, subnational 
or community population. 

Women of 
reproductive 
age HIV 
prevalence  

UNAIDS [10]  
  
  
  
  
  

Four methods used 
(mathematical modelling, 
model-based geo-
statistics, small area 
estimation and direct 
estimates from prevalence 
surveys).

Yes  119 
140 for HIV 

prevalence at any 
age 

Epidemiological data 
with HIV prevalence, 
nationally presentative 
population-based surveys, 
surveillance and routine 
data, data from vital 
registration systems. 

Adult female 
smoking rate 

Institute for Health 
Metrics and 
Evaluation (IHME) 
[11] 

Spatiotemporal Gaussian 
process regression (ST-
GPR). No covariates. 

No  193  192 

Nationally representative 
surveys, including both 
multinational and country-
specific surveys. For 
countries without data, 
estimates were entirely 
based on models 

Prevalence 
of anaemia 
in pregnant 
women 

WHO GHO [9]    

A Bayesian hierarchical 
mixture model including 
covariates of maternal 
education, national income, 
urbanization, and an 
aggregate metric of access 
to basic healthcare [12]. 

Yes  195  124 

408 population-
representative data 
sources from 124 countries 
worldwide. 

Adult female 
syphilis 
prevalence  

IHME [13] 

Bayesian meta-regression 
method. Covariates include 
diagnostic methods and 
HIV prevalence. 

Yes  169 

137 (for overall 
syphilis prevalence 
– not specified if all 

female) 

Including published 
literature, surveillance 
data, survey data, hospital 
and clinical data, and other 
types of data 

Modern 
contraceptive 
prevalence 
rate

Department of 
Economic and 
Social Affairs, 
United Nations 
Population Division

Bayesian hierarchical 
model [15] 

No  187 
164 countries at 

least 1 survey since 
2000 

1,247 surveys and 
estimates of modern 
contraceptive prevalence 
rate 

General 
fertility rate 

UN World 
Population 
Prospects (WPP) 
[16] 

Cohort-component method   No  197  Not available 
Based on a range of 
population and household 
surveys 
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Covariate 
name 

Author 
[Ref]  Methods 

Covariate-
driven 
model 

Number of 
countries 
estimates 
available 

for 

Number of 
countries 

contributing ≥ 1 
year of input data 

(2000–2020)  Data sources used 

Total fertility 
rate 

UN WPP [16] 
Various estimation 
methods

No  197 
159 countries at 

least 1 data point 
since 2000 

Survey, census, estimates. 

Maternal 
mortality rate 

WHO GHO [9] 

Bayesian approach with 
covariates: Gross domestic 
product per capita based 
on purchasing power 
parity conversion (GDP), 
general fertility rate (GFR), 
and proportion of births 
attended by a skilled health 
worker (SAB) [17].

Yes  183  177 

Civil registration with 
complete coverage and 
medical certification of 
cause of death, household 
surveys, population 
census, sample or sentinel 
registration systems, 
special studies. 

Neonatal 
mortality rate 

UN Interagency 
Group for Child 
Mortality 
Estimation (IGME) 
[18] 

New Bayesian data-driven 
model to capture trends in 
NMR within countries and 
over time for all countries. 
No covariates used. 

No  195  195 

Nationally representative 
estimates of under-five 
mortality can be derived 
from several different 
sources, including civil 
registration and sample 
surveys. 

Stunting 
in children 
under 5 years 

UNICEF-WHO-
World Bank Joint 
Child Malnutrition 
Estimates (JME) 
group [19] 

Prevalence was modelled 
at logit (log-odds) 
scale using a penalized 
longitudinal mixed-model 
with a heterogeneous error 
term. Covariates linear 
and quadratic socio-
demographic index (SDI), 
data source type, average 
health system access over 
the previous five years 

Yes  154  Not available 

These national-level 
data sources are 
mainly comprised of 
household surveys. Some 
administrative data 
sources are also included 
where population coverage 
is high. 

Insecticide-
treated net 
coverage 

Malaria Atlas 
Project [20] 

Bayesian hierarchical 
model. Covariates used for 
spatial modelling [21] 

Yes  40  40 

Household-level survey 
data (DHS, MICS), national 
level aggregated survey 
data (MIS), net distribution 
data (WHO)  

Malaria 
prevalence 

Malaria Atlas 
Project [20] 

Binomial generalized 
linear model (GLM), with 
a dependent variable 
consisting of positive and 
negative P. falciparum 
counts tabulated for each 
survey cluster, and the 
independent variables 
consisting of 20 covariates 
[22] 

Yes  196  Not available 

Published literature, 
other household surveys, 
personal communication 
and other sources 
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Covariate 
name 

Author 
[Ref]  Methods 

Covariate-
driven 
model 

Number of 
countries 
estimates 
available 

for 

Number of 
countries 

contributing ≥ 1 
year of input data 

(2000–2020)  Data sources used 

Outdoor air 
pollution 
(PM2.5) 

WHO – GHO [9] 

Bayesian hierarchical 
modelling framework. 
Covariates included - not 
specified [23] 

Yes  194 

Not specified but 
paper suggests 

9,690 monitoring 
locations around the 

world 

Ground measurements 
from 9,690 monitoring 
locations around the 
world from the WHO 
cities database together 
with satellite remote 
sensing, population 
estimates, topography, 
and information on local 
monitoring networks 
and measures of specific 
contributors of air pollution 
from chemical transport 
models. 

Indoor air 
pollution  

IHME [24] 

Three-step modelling 
strategy using linear 
regression, spatiotemporal 
regression, and Gaussian 
process regression (GPR). 
Included covariates 
maternal education and the 
proportion of population 
living in urban areas. 

Yes  193  195 

Case-control data. To 
fill the gaps of data in 
surveys and censuses, 
we also downloaded and 
updated estimates from 
WHO Energy Database and 
extracted from literature 
through systematic review.   

GDP  World Bank [25] 

Aggregation method: 
Gap-filled total, calculated 
without making deductions 
for depreciation of 
fabricated assets or for 
depletion and degradation 
of natural resources. 

No  197  196 

World Bank national 
accounts data, and 
Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) 
National Accounts data 
files. 

Urban 
population 

UN Population 
Division [26] 

Estimated from most 
recent national census 
or official population 
estimate of each country 
and extrapolated to the 
base year when necessary. 
Taiwan Province of China 
imputed. 

No  197  197 
Census or official 
population estimate 

 

Step 2: Assess availability and quality of potential covariates 

We mapped the forty-one potential covariates from the conceptual framework of predictors to 
assess their data availability. Potential covariates were considered for inclusion as a predictor 
in the model for the LBW and preterm outcomes if empirical data or estimates were available 
for most countries covering the years of the input data (2000–2019).  Availability of existing time 
series data was assessed through consultation with WHO and UNICEF and via a targeted search 
of the webpages of United Nations organizations (e.g., WHO Global Health Observatory, UNICEF, 
United Nations Population Division) and academic groups (e.g., IHME). 

For potential covariates with no existing time series estimates available, UNICEF and WHO 
databases were searched for empirical data available for these variables. Where comparable, 
but incomplete time series data were located for a given covariate, a new time series was 
generated for the years 2000–2020 using a standard approach for in-filling and extrapolation. For 
countries with some empirical data, linear interpolation and constant backwards and forwards 
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extrapolation was used. For countries that did not have empirical data available, values were 
imputed using a regression based on region and country’s lag distributed GDP and World Bank 
region. Finally for all countries, a smoothed time series was generated using a seven-year average 
for model prediction using existing methods for United Nations estimates [7]. 

Annex Tab le 3.2 shows the data availability for the 41 potential covariates, grouped by domain. 
Three potential covariates were excluded at this stage: under-5 child and infant mortality, as data-
driven estimates are available for the more proximal neonatal mortality rate covariate; and LBW, 
which is a potential covariate for preterm birth only, and will use new LBW estimates generated 
as part of this updated modelling work rather than existing time series estimates.  

Of the remaining 38 potential variables, existing time series data or estimates were available for 
19, and empirical raw data available for a further 10 (Annex Table 3.4).  

Annex Table 3.4: Overview of covariates with empirical data only 

Covariate name  
[Reference source] 

Number of 
countries with 

≥ 1 year data 
(2000–2019) 

Percent of data points 2000–2020 computed by method below (%) 

Extrapolated assuming a 
flat trend  Linear interpolated 

Imputed by year and 
World Bank region 

Adult female literacy rate 
% [27] 

157  29.1  40.5  19.3 

Mean years female 
education [28] 

168  35.7  25.6  15.2 

Adolescent birth rate [9, 16]   194  16.9  22.8  0.5 

Antenatal care coverage % 
(at least four visits) [9] 

152  29.3  31.8  21.8 

Births attended by skilled 
health personnel % [9]   

187  16.7  29.1  5.1 

Institutional deliveries – 
percentage of deliveries in 
a health facility [9] 

173  20.9  32.1  11.7 

Births by caesarean section 
(%) [9] 

178  27.3  26.5  8.1 

Underweight in children 
under 5 years [9] 

152  23.3  39.3  20.8 

GINI coefficient [29]   159  34.9  24.5  16.8 

GNI [29]  180  22.4  0.4  8.1 

 
No systematic comparable time series data or estimates were available for the remaining 9 
covariates. Annex Figure 3.2 shows the flow figure for covariate selection for LBW model.  
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Annex Figure 3.2: Flow figure for covariates selection for the LBW model  

 

Proposed covariates*
(n=38)

Existing time series (n=19)
UNICEF/WHO (n=8)

UN pop division (n=3)
IHME (n=4)

Malaria Atlas (n=2)
Other* (n=2)

*UNAIDS, DESA, JME, World Bank, RSS

Time series created from raw data (n=10)
Adolescent birth Rate, ANC4, SBA, Facility birth, C-
section, Female edu/ literary, Child underweight, 

GINI, GNI

Covariates available (n=29)

Covariates included as potential model parameters (n=5)
GNI, Female Literacy Rate, Modern Contraceptive Rate, Female Underweight, % Urban

Excluded:
No time series data or estimates (n=9)

Excluded: 
<80% of countries with data or covariate driven model (n=12)

Covariates considered in clustering analysis (n=17)

One covariate selected per cluster. Excluded: 
Lower ranked covariates (n=12)

 

Data-driven time series, with empirical data for all years (2000–2020) would be ideal covariates 
for this work. However, in the absence of complete time-series data, covariates which are most 
data driven, with clear explanations of the method of creation (including any modelling or infilling 
etc.) would be preferable. We therefore assessed all existing time series covariates estimates 
considering: data source; quantity of empirical data informing time series; number of country-
years estimated and methods used to produce time-series, including any modelling, infilling, 
smoothing, extrapolations or any other data manipulations. 

Assessment of consistency of time-series 

For all 29 potential covariates, time-series country plots were generated to assess the consistency 
of empirical data or time series estimates and to identify any outliers across the time periods 
2000–2020. Annex Figure 3.3 is an example of these country plots for the covariate antenatal care 
coverage – at least four visits (%) (ANC4+), for three countries. For newly created time-series, the 
plots were used to visually assess the availability of the data informing the time-series.  

Annex Figure 3.3: Country plots for Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania and Iceland for the covariate 
ANC4+ 
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Step 3: Assessing correlation between covariates 

Next, for potential covariates selected under step 2, the correlation between covariates was 
assessed using a correlation matrix and cluster analysis. The Pearsons correlation between 
the potential predictors of the outcomes was assessed. Annex Figure 3.4 shows the covariate 
correlation matrix used to identify the variables for LBW prediction which were most highly 
correlated. 

Annex Figure 3.4: Covariate correlation matrix for potential covariates for predicting LBW 
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Based on Pearson’s r2, covariates were grouped into ‘clusters’ dependent on the correlations 
between them. See Annex Figure 3.5 for the cluster analysis for LBW predictors. 
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Annex Figure 3.5: Cluster analysis for potential covariates for predicting LBW 
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A final analysis of the correlation between the potential covariates and the outcome (LBW or 
preterm birth) was undertaken. For each cluster, the potential covariate most closely correlated 
with the outcome was selected to be included in the modelling of the outcome. Where two 
potential covariates had similar associations with the outcome, the potential covariate with 
the most input data, or the one in most common use was retained. This allowed us to build a 
parsimonious model and avoid overfitting by limiting the number of covariates. The example 
from LBW is shown in Annex Figure 3.6. 
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Annex Figure 3.6: Correlation between potential covariates for predicting LBW and LBW 
outcome 

Covariate Correlation with outcome
C-section -0.100
Female HIV 0.190
GDP -0.221
GNI -0.250
Female mean BMI -0.265
Modern contraceptive prevalence rate -0.280
Malaria (PfPR) 0.319
GINI 0.338
Outdoor air pollution 0.375
% population that is urban 0.375
Female overweight prevalence -0.387
Syphilis rate 0.392
Adult female smoking rate 0.401
ANC4 -0.415
Child (under 5 years) stunting prevalence 0.423
Indoor air pollution 0.424
Adolescent birth rate 0.428
Total fertility rate 0.436
General fertility rate 0.444
Neonatal mortality rate 0.464
Anaemia 0.496
Maternal mortality ratio 0.512
Facility birth rate -0.528
Skilled birth attendance rate -0.537
Mean years female education -0.556
Literacy rate -0.563
Female underweight prevalence 0.601
Child (under 5 years) underweight prevalence 0.615

The cluster 1 GNI and GDP had similar correlation with LBW. GNI was selected as it is preferred as 
an economic indicator. For cluster 5, percentage urban was selected over adult female smoking as 
more data are available to inform the urban time series compared to smoking.

The final covariates for the LBW model were gross national income per person purchasing power 
parity (constant 2017 international $), female literacy rate, modern contraception prevalence rate, 
adult female underweight prevalence and percent urban population. For the preterm birth model, 
LBW prevalence was the only covariate used. 
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ANNEX 4
Modelling: Data quality categories to account for bias  

3  Recorded birthweight coverage was calculated by dividing the number of live births with a birthweight in the 
administrative data source by the World Population Prospects 2022 Edition estimated live births.

Data quality categories 

To assess and account for differences in data quality we first looked at five indicators: heaping 
index, missing birthweight percentage, denominator used to calculate LBW prevalence, recorded 
birthweight coverage3, and HMIS versus not HMIS data. Annex Table 4.1 shows a summary of the 
availability of the data for these indicators. 

Annex Table 4.1: Availability of data quality indicators 
Data quality indicator  Source  Availability 

Heaping index  Vulnerable Newborn 
Collaboration 

21 countries with 240 country-years from 
national data 

Missing birthweight percentage  Admin database  64 countries with 932 country-years 

Denominator used to calculate LBW 
prevalence 

Admin database  108 countries 
(Livebirths with birthweight - 63%, 
Livebirths - 31%, Total births - 2%, 
Reported LBW prevalence - 4%) 

Recorded birthweight coverage 
compared to WPP 

Admin database  108 countries 

HMIS versus not HMIS data  Admin database  106 countries 

A preliminary descriptive analysis investigating the correlations between these five indicators 
was completed. It was found that the missing birthweight percentage was correlated with the 
other four indicators; therefore, it was used as indicator for data quality in the model. In order 
to create categories of data quality, a cut-off for the missing birthweight percentage was found 
by taking the ninetieth percentile of the missing birthweight percentage in the high-coverage 
admin group (coverage ≥ 95%). The missing birthweight percentage and HMIS versus non-HMIS 
indicators were used to group the admin data into a data quality category (DQC). The categories 
were then carefully reviewed and went through an iterative process which produced the final 
categorisations seen in Annex Table 4.2. A flow-chart of this process can be seen in Annex 
Figure 4.1.  

The largest difference to the initial categorization was the removal of the missing birthweight 
percentage criteria, as it was not deemed as a suitable indicator, and the inclusion of a sub-
envelope proportion criteria. The thresholds for the sub-envelope proportions were taken as 
the twenty-fifth percentile of the proportions in countries meeting the other Category A criteria. 
Each country with at least one year of admin data included in the dataset was placed into one 
data quality category, A (highest quality), B (moderate quality), or C (lowest quality) according to 
adherence of their admin data to the parameters in Annex Table 4.2. All countries are in just one 
DQC, apart from United Arab Emirates which appears in two different categories due to changing 
data quality over the time-series. The number of country years in each is indicated in brackets 
(Annex Table 4.3).
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Annex Table 4.2: LBW Data Quality Categories and Criteria for LBW
Data 
quality 
categories

Criteria 1
Representativeness

Criteria 2
Data source type

Criteria 3
Denominator

Criteria 4
Sub-envelope capture

A* ≥ 90% recorded 
birthweight coverage# 
and ≥ 90% facility 
births‡

Must be civil registration 
and vital statistics or 
medical birth registry

Must be livebirths with 
birthweight (i.e., known 
values in the database for 
<2500g and ≥2500g) for all 
country-years

Birthweight <1000g/<2500g 
≥4%‡ or if <1000g/<2500g 
is unavailable, birthweight 
<1500g/<2500g ≥ 12.5%‡

B Not meeting 
representativeness 
criteria for DQC A

Must be civil registration 
and vital statistics or 
medical birth registry

Can be any (e.g., total 
births) but not reported 
percentage LBW (i.e., 
cannot be no denominator)

Not applied as relevant data 
not available for all years for 
these countries

C Not meeting 
representativeness 
criteria for DQC A

Can be any, including 
“health management 
information system 
(HMIS) (such as DHIS2)” 
or “Other, hospital-based 
systems”

Can be any (e.g., total 
births) or
reported percentage LBW 
(i.e., no denominator)

Not applied as relevant data 
not available for all years for 
these countries 

* France included as an exception
# Recorded birthweight coverage was calculated by dividing the number of live births with a birthweight in the administrative data 

source by the World Population Prospects 2022 Edition estimated live births.
‡Across 80% of the time series 2000-2019 (i.e., ≥16 country-years).

Annex Figure 4.1: Flow chart for Data Quality Categories and Criteria 

 

Initial categorisation from data quality assessment

Category A: Missing BW<2.3%, Not HMIS (DHIS2)

Category B: not HMIS(DHIS2)

Category C: HMIS(DHIS2)

Amendment 1. Added in coverage from previous round high quality group

Category A: Missing BW<2.3% OR both coverage and facility births >=90%, Not HMIS

Category B: Not HMIS(DHIS2)

Category C: HMIS(DHIS2)

Amendment 2. Reported LBW rate included only in Category C

Category A: Missing BW<2.3% OR both coverage and facility births >=90%, not HMIS (DHIS2)or reported LBW rate

Category B: not HMIS(DHIS2)

Category C: HMIS (DHIS2)OR reported LBW rate

Amendment 3. Category A must have denominator as live births with birthweight

Category A: Missing BW<2.3% OR both coverage and facility births >=90%, not HMIS (DHIS2)or reported LBW rate and denominator is live births with birthweight

Category B: not HMIS(DHIS2)

Category C: HMIS (DHIS2)OR reported LBW rate

Amendment 4. Missing BW% criteria removed, and Category A had additional sub-envelope proportions criteria

Category A: Both coverage and facility births >=90% ,not HMIS (DHIS2)or reported LBW rate, denominator is live births with birthweight and 

<1000/<2500 is ≥5% across 70% of the time series OR  if <1000/<2500 is NA then <1500/<2500 is ≥12.5% across 70% of the time series.

Category B: not HMIS(DHIS2)

Category C: HMIS (DHIS2)OR reported LBW rate

Amendment 5. Refined sub-envelope proportions criteria based on lower 25th percentile of Category A country sub-envelope proportions

Category A: Both coverage and facility births >=90%, , not HMIS (DHIS2)or reported LBW rate, denominator is live births with birthweight and 

<1000/<2500 is ≥4% across 80% of the time series OR if <1000/<2500 is NA then <1500/<2500 is ≥12.5% across 80% of the time series.

Category B: not HMIS(DHIS2)

Category C: HMIS (DHIS2) or reported LBW rate

Amendment 6. Grouped “Other, hospital-based systems” with “HMIS (DHIS2)”

Category A: Both coverage and facility births >=90%, not HMIS (DHIS2)or “Other, hospital-based systems” or reported LBW rate, denominator is live births with birthweight and 

<1000/<2500 is ≥4% across 80% of the time series OR 

if <1000/<2500 is NA then <1500/<2500 is ≥12.5% across 80% of the time series.

Category B: not HMIS (DHIS2) or “Other, hospital-based systems”

Category C: HMIS (DHIS2) or “Other, hospital-based systems” or reported LBW rate
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The countries included in each DQC can be seen in Annex Table 4.3. Countries that have country-
years in multiple categories are listed in each DQC in italics with the number of country-years in 
brackets. 

Annex Table 4.3: Countries included in each DQC 
A B1 B2 C1 C2

Belarus Argentina Portugal Albania Andorra Armenia Antigua and Barbuda

Brazil Australia Slovakia Azerbaijan Bahrain Benin Bahamas

Serbia Austria Slovenia Costa Rica Brunei Darussalam Bhutan Botswana

Belgium Sweden Cuba Bulgaria
Bolivia (Plurinational 
State of)

Cook Islands

Canada Switzerland Ecuador Colombia Bosnia and Herzegovina Fiji

Chile United Kingdom Georgia Greece Burkina Faso Iraq

Croatia United States of America Kazakhstan Israel Cambodia Lebanon

Czechia Uruguay Kyrgyzstan Japan Congo Mauritius

Denmark

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mexico Kuwait El Salvador Monaco

Estonia Montenegro Luxembourg Guyana Oman

Finland Panama Malaysia India Palau

France Paraguay Nicaragua Jamaica Saint Lucia

Germany Peru Qatar Kiribati
United Arab Emirates 
(2 country-years)

Hungary Republic of North Macedonia Republic of Korea Malawi

Iceland Suriname Romania Maldives

Ireland Tajikistan Russian Federation Mongolia

Italy Thailand San Marino Mozambique

Latvia Turkmenistan Seychelles Namibia

Lithuania Ukraine Singapore Republic of Moldova

Malta Uzbekistan Spain Rwanda

Netherlands  
 
 
 

United Arab Emirates 
(3 country-years)

Sao Tome and Principe

New Zealand
 
 

Senegal

Norway Sri Lanka

Poland Zambia

N.B. Those in italics have country-years in more than one DQC

Accounting for bias based on data quality assessment and categorization 

The DQC allowed us to encompass five admin data quality indicators and, using bias and 
additional standard deviation terms, also accounts for the differences between admin and survey 
data sources. The source and DQC-type bias and variance were included in the model to capture 
systematic biases associated within the admin data. Survey data were adjusted to account for 
heaping and missing data prior to inclusion to the modelling database (2.3). Such adjustments 
were not possible for aggregate admin data; as such, we undertook the following steps to account 
for this in the model. 

• To approximate the bias from heaping, in a separate analysis the crude and adjusted survey 
data were added into the model. We used uninformative priors to quantify the difference 
between the crude and adjusted survey data (i.e., the change in estimate due to adjustments 
applied for missing birthweights and heaping). The shift was defined separately for survey 
data which also had admin data in DQC B1 and C1 (20 and 24 countries respectively). The 
mean shift in the two groups was then used as the bias term for the admin data within DQC B 
and C (1 and 2) to account for the differences in data quality. 

• The source and DQC-type standard deviations were initially given uninformative priors to 
estimate a value for the DQC A. Within DQC B1, the survey and admin data needed to be 
treated equally and so were given equal standard deviations (giving them equal weight). 
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The survey data were given this same variance throughout. In DQC C1, the adjusted survey 
estimates are considered to be more accurate than the admin data, so the admin data were 
given a larger standard deviation to account for this. The standard deviation used for DQC B1 
was used for DQC B2 and the standard deviation used for DQC C1 was also used for admin 
data in DQC C2. 
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ANNEX 5
Modelling: Detailed statistical methodology for producing low birthweight 
and preterm birth estimates 

Let  denote the LBW prevalence rate for country c in year t. Observations are available across 
countries over time and are indexed by  i ε  1, ..., n; c[i]  refers to the country for which the i-th 
observation was recorded, t is the calendar year of the observation, source[i] is the data source 
type of the observation, and DQC[i] is the data quality category of the observation (see Table 2). 
The index r[c] refers to the region that country c belongs to.  

Let denote an observed LBW prevalence rate for country c[i] in year t[i]. We assume the 
following data model, 

where  refers to the logit-transformed true LBW prevalence rate for that 
country-year,  is the variance of  and refer to the source and data quality 
category-type specific bias and variance (details below). 

The delta method was used to obtain the variances, , for the admin data and transform the 
standard deviations for the survey data. 

We developed a Bayesian hierarchical temporal regression model to estimate the LBW prevalence 
rate for all country-years. 

where  refers to the country-specific intercept, , refers to the linear regression 
function and refers to the temporal smoothing process.  

The country-specific intercepts  are estimated hierarchically with 

where  refers to the region of country c (based on 6 regions, r =1, .., 6),  refers to the 
regional mean, is the between-country variance within regions,  is the global mean, and  is 
the between-region variance. 

The vague (or non-informative) priors used for the parameters in equations (3) and (4) respectively 
were: 
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The covariates were firstly transformed to give them a more normal distribution. They were then 
centred in order to avoid auto-correlation of the coefficients. The regression covariate coefficients 
were given vague priors: 

The temporal smoothing element is a penalized spline regression model,  defined as 

where  refers to the h-th B-spline function evaluated at time t and  to its regression 
coefficient for country c. For each country, we define first-order difference 

First-order differences are penalized; 

where the variance term  determines the smoothness of the fit. This was given an 
uninformative prior of: 

The source and data quality category-type bias, DQC, is defined as follows, with the 
DQC defined in Table 2: 

*The values in equation 12 are on the logit scale.

The source and DQC-type standard deviations were initially given uninformative priors to estimate 
a value for the DQC A. Within DQC B1, the survey and admin data needed to be treated equally 
and so were given equal standard deviations (giving them equal weight). The survey data were 
given this same variance throughout. In DQC C1, the surveys are preferred over the admin data, so 
the admin data are given a larger standard deviation to account for this. This standard deviation 
is the same for admin data in DQC C2. The source and DQC-type standard deviation, 
were defined as follows:
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Model prediction 

For countries without input data, their estimates for Θc,t are calculated for each iteration that the 
full model was run on using: 

• Estimate of the country-intercept: the country intercept, for country c, is calculated by 
taking a sample from the regional intercepts, for the region r[c], and its associated standard 
deviation –  

• Covariates and their coefficients: the covariate values for the countries with no input data are 
inputted, alongside the covariate coefficients, from the full model output. 

• Temporal smoothing element: the regional mean of the γh,c parameter is taken and applied 
to the Zhtfrom, the model to estimate δc,t. 

These elements are then summed, as in equation 2, to estimate Θc,t^ for each iteration. The 
median and 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of these Θc,t^ are taken, and the inverse logit is applied to 
generate γ^. 

Model computation 

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm was used to sample from the posterior 
distribution of the parameters with the use of JAGs and the R package RJags. Four parallel chains 
were run with a total of 6,350,000 iterations in each. The first 100,000 iterations were discarded 
as burn-in, which left 6,250,000 iterations to sample from in each chain. In order to reduce the 
auto-correlation between iterations, every 2,000th sample was taken of the iterations to form the 
final sample. This left 2,500 iterations per chain, and 10,000 iterations in total. Standard diagnostic 
checks were used to check convergence and the sampling efficiency. These checks were based on 
trace plots, calculation of the effective sample size and estimating the Gelman-Rubin convergence 
diagnostic. 
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ANNEX 6
Modelling: Regions used for the models 

4  For the original SDG regional groupings, see https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/regional-groups/

An adapted version of the SDG regions4 were used for both the LBW and preterm estimates 
(Annex Table 5.1); the adaptations included moving the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Maldives and 
Sri Lanka from “Southern Asia” into “Western Asia and Northern Africa”. This was done because 
there are very few countries in Southern Asia and the LBW prevalence in the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, the Maldives and Sri Lanka did not fit in with the prevalence seen in other countries in that 
region, but fit better with Western Asia and Northern Africa. 

Annex Table 6.1: Adapted SDG region groupings used for the LBW and preterm modelling
Eastern Asia, South 

Eastern Asia and 
Oceania (excl. Australia 

and New Zealand)
Latin America and 

the Caribbean

Northern America, 
Australia and New 

Zealand, Central Asia 
and Europe Southern Asia

Sub-Saharan 
Africa

Western Asia and 
Northern Africa

Brunei Darussalam Antigua and Barbuda Albania Afghanistan Angola Algeria
Cambodia Argentina Andorra Bangladesh Benin Armenia
China Bahamas Australia Bhutan Botswana Azerbaijan
Cook Islands Barbados Austria India Burkina Faso Bahrain
Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea

Belize Belarus Nepal Burundi Cyprus

Fiji
Bolivia (Plurinational 
State of)

Belgium Pakistan Cabo Verde Egypt

Indonesia Brazil Bosnia and Herzegovina Cameroon Georgia

Japan Chile Bulgaria
Central African 
Republic

Iran (Islamic Republic 
of)

Kiribati Colombia Canada Chad Iraq
Lao People’s Democratic 
Republic

Costa Rica Croatia Comoros Israel

Malaysia Cuba Czechia Congo Jordan
Marshall Islands Dominica Denmark Cote d’Ivoire Kuwait
Micronesia (Federated 
States of)

Dominican Republic Estonia
Democratic Republic 
of the Congo

Lebanon

Mongolia Ecuador Finland Djibouti Libya
Myanmar El Salvador France Equatorial Guinea Maldives
Nauru Grenada Germany Eritrea Morocco
Niue Guatemala Greece Eswatini Oman
Palau Guyana Hungary Ethiopia Qatar
Papua New Guinea Haiti Iceland Gabon Saudi Arabia
Philippines Honduras Ireland Gambia Sri Lanka
Republic of Korea Jamaica Italy Ghana State of Palestine
Samoa Mexico Kazakhstan Guinea Sudan
Singapore Nicaragua Kyrgyzstan Guinea-Bissau Syrian Arab Republic
Solomon Islands Panama Latvia Kenya Tunisia
Thailand Paraguay Lithuania Lesotho Türkiye
Timor-Leste Peru Luxembourg Liberia United Arab Emirates
Tonga Saint Kitts and Nevis Malta Madagascar Yemen
Tuvalu Saint Lucia Monaco Malawi

Vanuatu
Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines

Montenegro Mali

Viet Nam Suriname Netherlands Mauritania
Trinidad and Tobago New Zealand Mauritius
Uruguay Norway Mozambique
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Eastern Asia, South 
Eastern Asia and 

Oceania (excl. Australia 
and New Zealand)

Latin America and 
the Caribbean

Northern America, 
Australia and New 

Zealand, Central Asia 
and Europe Southern Asia

Sub-Saharan 
Africa

Western Asia and 
Northern Africa

Venezuela (Bolivarian 
Republic of)

Poland Namibia

Portugal Niger
Republic of Moldova Nigeria
Republic of North 
Macedonia

Rwanda

Romania
Sao Tome and 
Principe

Russian Federation Senegal
San Marino Seychelles
Serbia Sierra Leone
Slovakia Somalia
Slovenia South Africa
Spain South Sudan
Sweden Togo
Switzerland Uganda

Tajikistan
United Republic of 
Tanzania

Turkmenistan Zambia
Ukraine Zimbabwe
United Kingdom
United States of 
America
Uzbekistan
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ANNEX 7
Illustration of low birthweight and preterm birth estimates for select 
countries by data quality categorization 

This section outlines the outputs of the model and illustrates some examples of model fits of 
selected countries according to DQC. We provide information on the prevalence of LBW and 
preterm birth by country up to the year 2020 and include uncertainty around these estimates, 
known as credible intervals. The credible intervals are important in monitoring trends, especially 
for countries with sparse data and where primary data sources present large standard errors. The 
95% credible intervals contain the true (unknown) prevalence with a 95% probability, given the 
evidence provided by the input data. The true prevalence can be thought of as the prevalence if 
the whole population was surveyed.  

Figure 2 provides 12 examples of predicted LBW prevalence, which demonstrate various aspects 
of the model fit based on the DQC in which a country’s input data were categorized.  

The plots for Belgium and Brazil in Figure 2A show how the model fits for countries in DQC A. As 
can be seen, the model closely follows the admin data points, and any survey data are ignored as 
the admin data met all of the criteria required for the high-quality category.  

Figure 2A: Examples of the predicted LBW prevalence for DQC A

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible 
interval. The circles and triangles show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard 
error for these input data (circles for admin, triangles for surveys). The red, yellow, and green circles 
represent administrative data for DQC A, B and C respectively and the hollow blue circles the represent 
administrative data that did not meet inclusion criteria and were thus not used in the model. The blue 
triangles are the survey LBW prevalence after adjustment for missing birthweights and data heaping, 
while the hollow purple triangles are the unadjusted survey LBW prevalence.
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Figure 2B shows the plots for Albania and Costa Rica, which are examples of countries in DQC 
B1. For this category, admin and survey data are given equal weighting. In Albania, the model 
tends to sit between the survey and admin data since the number of surveys is similar to the 
number of administrative data points. For Costa Rica, as there are many more administrative 
data points than survey data points, the flat trend of the administrative data is followed by the 
modelled estimate while the upward trend suggested by the surveys is not. As the admin data 
are in DQC B1, meaning that they did not meet the data quality criteria related to capture of the 
smallest and most vulnerable newborns and/or use the appropriate denominator, they are likely to 
underestimate the true LBW prevalence. Therefore, the admin data are given a shift upwards. The 
proposed model is not flexible enough to capture quick fluctuations in the prevalence (i.e., it will 
bend but not break). This is because a model that is flexible enough to capture quick fluctuations 
would have deleterious impacts elsewhere in the results (e.g., for countries with few data) and 
increased uncertainty. 

Figure 2B: Examples of the predicted LBW prevalence for DQC B1

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible 
interval. The circles and triangles show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard 
error for these input data (circles for admin, triangles for surveys). The red, yellow, and green circles 
represent administrative data for DQC A, B and C respectively and the hollow blue circles the represent 
administrative data that did not meet inclusion criteria and were thus not used in the model. The blue 
triangles are the survey LBW prevalence after adjustment for missing birthweights and data heaping, 
while the hollow purple triangles are the crude, unadjusted survey LBW prevalence. Note that the 
adjusted survey prevalence is used for modelling and the crude survey value is not, but the average of the 
difference between the crude and adjusted survey prevalence for all countries in DQC B1 were used to 
adjust the administrative data for DQC B.
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Figure 2C shows example plots for countries in DQC B2, these are countries that only have 
administrative data (i.e., no surveys). This same upward shift applied for the DQC B1 countries 
is also applied to DQC B2 countries as shown in the plots for Brunei Darussalam and Seychelles. 
The uncertainty bounds on these estimates are wider than those for DQC A. 

Figure 2C: Examples of the predicted LBW prevalence for DQC B2 

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible 
interval. The circles and triangles show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard 
error for these input data (circles for admin, triangles for surveys). The red, yellow, and green circles 
represent administrative data for DQC A, B and C respectively and the hollow blue circles the represent 
administrative data that did not meet inclusion criteria and were thus not used in the model. The blue 
triangles are the survey LBW prevalence after adjustment for missing birthweights and data heaping, 
while the hollow purple triangles are the crude, unadjusted survey LBW prevalence. Note that the 
adjusted survey prevalence is used for modelling and the crude survey value is not, but the average of the 
difference between the crude and adjusted survey prevalence for all countries in DQC B1 were used to 
adjust the administrative data for DQC B.
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Figure 2D shows the plots for Cambodia and India, which show the model fits for countries 
in DQC C1. Countries in this categorization have more reliable survey data than admin data; 
therefore, the model follows the survey data closely.  

Figure 2D: Examples of the predicted LBW prevalence for DQC C1

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible 
interval. The circles and triangles show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard 
error for these input data (circles for admin, triangles for surveys). The red, yellow, and green circles 
represent administrative data for DQC A, B and C respectively and the hollow blue circles the represent 
administrative data that did not meet inclusion criteria and were thus not used in the model. The blue 
triangles are the survey LBW prevalence after adjustment for missing birthweights and data heaping, 
while the hollow purple triangles are the crude, unadjusted survey LBW prevalence. Note that the 
adjusted survey prevalence is used for modelling and the crude survey value is not, but the average of the 
difference between the crude and adjusted survey prevalence for all countries in DQC C1 were used to 
adjust the administrative data for DQC C.
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Figure 2E of Botswana and Iraq shows how the model deals with admin data that are in the 
same DQC as those in DQC C1, but do not have adjusted survey data to rely on. For these 
countries, the data are given a shift upwards to account for the fact that they did not meet the 
data quality criteria related to capture of the smallest and most vulnerable newborns and/or use 
the appropriate denominator, which suggests that they are likely to underestimate the true LBW 
prevalence.  Countries in DQC C also have a wider uncertainty than those with better quality in 
DQC A and B.  

Figure 2E: Examples of the predicted LBW prevalence for DQC C2 

Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible 
interval. The circles and triangles show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard 
error for these input data (circles for admin, triangles for surveys). The red, yellow, and green circles 
represent administrative data for DQC A, B and C respectively and the hollow blue circles the represent 
administrative data that did not meet inclusion criteria and were thus not used in the model. The blue 
triangles are the survey LBW prevalence after adjustment for missing birthweights and data heaping, 
while the hollow purple triangles are the crude, unadjusted survey LBW prevalence. Note that the 
adjusted survey prevalence is used for modelling and the crude survey value is not, but the average of the 
difference between the crude and adjusted survey prevalence for all countries in DQC C1 were used to 
adjust the administrative data for DQC C.
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China and Kenya, in Figure 2F, are examples of countries with only adjusted survey data. They are 
given the same uncertainty bounds as the surveys are across the DQCs.  

Figure 2F: Examples of the predicted LBW prevalence for countries with only adjusted survey 
data

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible 
interval. The circles and triangles show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard 
error for these input data (circles for admin, triangles for surveys). The red, yellow, and green circles 
represent administrative data for DQC A, B and C respectively and the hollow blue circles the represent 
administrative data that did not meet inclusion criteria and were thus not used in the model. The blue 
triangles are the survey LBW prevalence after adjustment for missing birthweights and data heaping, 
while the hollow purple triangles are the crude, unadjusted survey LBW prevalence. Note that the 
adjusted survey prevalence is used for modelling and the crude survey value is not.
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Figure 3 provides examples of predicted preterm rates. Similar to the LBW model, the model 
fit is dependent on the preterm DQC. There are some differences in how the LBW and preterm 
models are fit. Firstly, the preterm study data are categorized in the DQC as consistently lower 
quality than the admin data. Preterm DQC A, B and C are comparable to the LBW DQC A, B2 and 
C2 in terms of uncertainty; however, they do not have any bias shift, as heaping is not a problem 
in preterm measurements. All the data inputs for the preterm estimates are given an additional 
uncertainty if they used sub-optimal methods of gestational age assessments.  

The plots in Figure 3A for Slovenia and Japan show that the models closely follow the input data, 
with narrow uncertainty for DQC A countries.  

Figure 3A: Examples of the predicted preterm rates for Slovenia and Japan 

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible interval. 
The dots and squares show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard error for these 
input data (circles for admin, squares for study). The red, yellow and green dots represent admin DQC A, B 
and C respectively. 
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In Figure 3B, the plots for Nicaragua and Saint Lucia show that the additional uncertainty in DQC 
B means that the trends in the input data are not followed as closely.  

Figure 3B: Examples of the predicted preterm rates for Nicaragua and Andorra 

Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible interval. 
The dots and squares show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard error for these 
input data (circles for admin, squares for study). The red, yellow and green dots represent admin DQC A, B 
and C respectively.
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The Figure 3C plots for Guyana and El Salvador show the wider uncertainty for DQC C.  

Figure 3C: Examples of the predicted preterm rates for Guyana and El Salvador 

  
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible interval. 
The dots and squares show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard error for these 
input data (circles for admin, squares for study). The red, yellow and green dots represent admin DQC A, B 
and C respectively.  
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China is the only country with nationally representative studies (DQC D), which have much 
smaller standard errors than the subnational studies. This can be seen in Figure 3D. Comparing 
China to Jordan and Nepal (Figure 3E) demonstrates how an increased number of studies, as well 
as the addition of subnational studies, increases the confidence in the estimate.  

 Figure 3D: Examples of the predicted preterm rates for China 

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible interval. 
The dots and squares show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard error for these 
input data (circles for admin, squares for study). The red, yellow and green dots represent admin DQC A, B 
and C respectively. 
 
Figure 3E: Examples of the predicted preterm rates for Jordan and Nepal 

 
Note that the pink line shows the proposed estimate and the pink dotted line is the 95% credible interval. 
The dots and squares show country input data and the vertical lines show the standard error for these 
input data (circles for admin, squares for study). The red, yellow and green dots represent admin DQC A, B 
and C respectively.
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